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The Pack Walk
A Pack Walk is when group of dog handlers go for
a walk together in a structured environment. A pack
walk is good for most dogs. It’s a way to exercise,
properly socialize, and train dogs that is safe and fun
for all. It’s not a time for your dog to “meet” new
dogs or have ‘playtime’. It’s walk time!
Dogs have a strong instinctual need to
socialize with and explore the world. As we
know, many dogs can be reactive to other dogs,
but these dogs still have a need to get out and
socialize. Pack walks satisfy this need. Dogs can
safely socialize without physically interacting
while they are walking in a calm and controlled manner. Even though the dogs are not
physically touching each other once walking,
they can smell and see the other dogs, which
is still considered socialization. Pack walks provide the dogs with a lot of mental stimulation,
which is critical to the mental health of dogs
living in a shelter setting. Furthermore, mental
stimulation will tire out a dog a lot faster than
physical stimulation.
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SAVE dogs enjoy
pack walks as a
part of their daily
socialization. The
first step in a proper
dog introduction
starts with a series
of parallel walks.
Walk each dog in the
same direction with
approximately ten
(10) to twenty (20)
feet between them.]
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INSIGHTS FROM THE E.D.
I am writing to you as the Executive
Director of an animal shelter coming
out of a public health crisis and into
an inflationary economy. As we all
prepare ourselves for another year of
uncertainty, I would like to take this
opportunity to tell you how much we
value and appreciate your loyalty and
support at SAVE.
As we focus our ability to keep up
with utility bills, food, and medical
costs while paying premium prices, we
want you to know your contributions
have had an incredibly meaningful
impact on our ability to continue to
fulfill our mission.
As a well-respected animal shelter
organization, it is imperative that
SAVE continues to provide the best
in care for all of our pets in need.
Costs are rising and we now need to

care for our furry friends for a longer
period of time. They are arriving
from more desperate situations and
often lacking the medical attention
they needed.
More than 1,700 dogs and cats are
killed in America’s shelters every day,
simply because they don’t have safe
places to call home. We continue to
build strong and positive relationships
with rescues and shelters both within
the state of NJ and beyond to transfer
animals to the safety of SAVE. On
average, SAVE provides for the health
and welfare of over 1000 animals on
an annual basis, including care for the
lost and stray pets from the 12 towns
we serve, many of which are happily
reunited with their owners.
We are grateful to our Volunteers,
Fosters, Adopters and Donors - you are
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making a lifesaving and life changing
difference for homeless cats and dogs.
The Journey to a Forever Home
Starts with YOU!
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SAVE Announces Addition of a New Staff Member
SAVE is delighted to announce the creation of
a new staff position and
employee, Part-Time
Canine Compatibility
Consultant. The new
hire, Aries, is responsible for assessing the
‘cat friendliness’ of
dogs in the shelter.
Working closely with
shelter staff, Aries
helps assess the personalities
of dogs to
ne
ni
Ca
AriesConsultant determine whether
Compatibility
an adoptable dog is potentially
a good match for a home with a cat.
Aries started his career in the industry as
a former homeless shelter cat at SAVE. Aries
had an eye condition called entropion (his
lower eyelids faced in causing his lashes to
poke his eyes), which was surgically corrected.
While healing from surgery, he began moonlighting as an office cat in charge of filing

(re-arranging papers on the desk) and working
with (or on) the keyboard. Aries is also FIV+.
A year later, Aries’ skills and personality
developed into an extremely talented judge
of character and behavior, aiding the shelter
staff in determining if adoptable dogs in the
shelter are ‘cat friendly’. Heather Achenbach, Executive Director of SAVE, said, “We
were searching for a staff member with a
unique skill set and personality. The job
requires a keen sense of dog behavior and
calm assessment of a dog’s fear or dislike
of cats. The position also requires love,
empathy and understanding of all animals”.
Achenbach added, “Aries has all the qualities and personality for this key position and
we are delighted that he accepted the job”.
The position of Canine Compatibility
Consultant compensation package includes
free room and board, meal plan, and medical
care. When not ‘working’, Aries provides
comic relief, comfort, and keeps our laps
warm. Aries is available for consultation by
appointment only

The Impact of Fosters

Candy Cane arrived at SAVE around Christmastime. She was young,
sweet, and severely emaciated. We do not know what she may have
endured to arrive at SAVE bone thin and immediately knew we
wanted her to recover in the safety and warmth of a foster home. The
shelter can be stressful and Candy Cane didn’t deserve anymore stress
in her life.
Foster care helps to get homeless pets ready for their adoption
by allowing them to better adapt to home life, recover from past
trauma, and fully express their personality. This is exactly what
Candy Cane needed. Many thanks to Candy’s loving and dedicated foster. We know Candy is very energetic, silly, and extremely
cuddly! We also know Candy doesn’t appear to have been socialized to other dogs but she absolutely loves them and gets so excited when she sees a potential friend. Having all of this information
for her adoption profile will help Candy Cane find her forever
home. Thank you to our SAVE foster family – fosters SAVE lives!

If you are interested in fostering, email the completed foster application
on our website to Foster@savehomelessanimals.org
2 www.SaveHomelessAnimals.org / 609-309-5214

Don’t Miss Out,
Adopt an FIV+ Cat.
What is FIV? Like HIV
in humans, FIV is a feline immunodeficiency
virus. FIV+ cats almost
always get overlooked
just for this reason. It’s
not because these cats
are unwell but because
most people aren’t
informed about FIV.
FIV is not a “sickness” - there are no
medications or special
FIV+ Judge is a handsome, healthy 3 years
treatments required. All
FIV does is lower a cat’s old with a winning persona
immune system. They in lity. He is currently
a temporary foster
should be indoors, and
home and available for
if you notice something adoption
amiss, the cat should be
taken to a vet since they do
have low immune systems. Otherwise, they are
just like normal cats.
Cats can only spread the virus to other
cats by blood - This means a deep bite down
to the gums or a very deep scratch. Playful
wrestling will not do harm, only very rough
fights, which is why some shelter cats who
have lived on the streets, unfortunately, have
contracted it. An FIV+ cat is very unlikely to spread the virus to an FIV- cat while
play-fighting.
Many of our cats with FIV at SAVE are
adopted by people who have had an FIV+ cat
and understand these cats can live long and
healthy lives.

Save Alumni in Their Forever Homes

So many wonderful people have adopted a cat or dog this year and we love hearing from SAVE families
with updates and images of happy tails! When you adopt a pet from a shelter, you are not saving one life
but two: the pet you take home and the pet who takes their place.
Finn is an angel.
Adopted by Lisa Waters
Creamsicle
and Julius
cozy and
sweet.
Adopted by
The Lardieri
Family

Vehicles for Charity
Fosfos just do
ing what cats
do.
Adopted by
Halima Saye
k

Josie and Tinsel are a matching pair of buddies. Adopted
by the Harbaugh Family
Ringo wants a Halloween hug
.
Adopted by Marine Garot

Wondering what to do with your
used car or truck? Donating your
old vehicle to SAVE, a Friend to
Homeless Animals, is convenient,
easy, and may qualify you for a tax
deduction. And best of all, your
donation of a used car or truck will
make a big difference in supporting
the cats and dogs at SAVE.
Why not donate your vehicle
today? All you need to do is to
complete a simple online form or
call 1-866-628-2277 and Vehicles for
Charity will take care of the rest.
More info:savehomelessanimals.
org/donate-your-car-to-save
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Thank you

#BettyWhiteChallenge
We are incredibly grateful
for the outpouring of
support in memory of
the beloved Betty White.
Over $20,000 was raised for
the cats and dogs at SAVE

bed.
Wolfie loves his
Lockamy
nn
Ly
by
Adopted

Tula loves to play and share
her many toys. Adopted by
The Skorupa Family

Copper is just a handsome houn
d.
Adopted by Deborah Pallito
609-309-5214 / www.SaveHomelessAnimals.org
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